Celebrating the life of a loced one:
What to do with their ashes
If, like most people, your loved one chose to be cremated then you
might be left wondering what to do with the ashes.
Should you scatter them? Bury them in the garden? Keep some or all
at home? Or put them in a garden of remembrance?
If your loved one made their wishes known we can make sure you
give them the send-off they wanted, from ashes in fireworks to
scattering from a WWII plane...
But if they didn’t, and most don’t, this guide will help you think
through all the options available for celebrating their life.
We want you to feel confident in making the right choice for you, your
family and future generations.

Some things to consider:
1. Don't rush to decide – take your time. It may well take some
time to feel comfortable about a course of action. You will know
when it is right.
2. All or nothing – if you are not obliged by any faith, then you
don't have to scatter or bury all of the ashes. You can keep all or
some to put in a keepsake or split the ashes so that different
members of the family can have some each.
3. Permission – it is legal to scatter ashes in the UK as long as you
have the land owner's permission. You don’t need permission to
scatter in the sea or in a river providing certain rules are followed.
4. Access to the ashes – if want to scatter make sure you and
future generations will be allowed back again to visit. Consider
whether the site will always have the same use and not be turned
into something else.
5. Scattering in your garden - consider whether the home will
always be in the family's possession, if not it can make leaving
the house potentially harder and access for visiting difficult.
6. When 'last wishes' are difficult – it is not always possible to
fulfil someone's last wishes. You might want to use a token
amount at a favourite place and do something else with the rest.

7. Joint locations – it is worthwhile thinking whether people will
want their ashes together. Some locations may be suitable for
one person but not their partner, for example a football ground.
8. Disposal of the urn after scattering – please don't leave it at
the site. Sometimes the smaller pieces of ash need washing from
the urn so take some water with you to wash the urn out and take
the urn home to dispose of responsibly.
9. Privacy – choose somewhere that is special but also discreet.
That way, you won't be disturbed and your ceremony won’t
impact anyone else using the site e.g. a beach.
10. Weather – try to choose somewhere out of the wind or go at a
calmer time of the year. If it is windy, keep the urn low.
11. Burying cremated ashes is covered by the law – if you
choose to bury the ashes somewhere other than your garden
and change your mind this can be difficult, if not impossible, to
move them: so please consider this option very carefully.
12. Record it – make a note of the ceremony location and the
reason for choosing it, future generations will want to know about
it and may wish to visit the spot.

Some options:
Ÿ

Ashes ceremony: we have lots of ideas and products to help
you create a truly memorable ashes ceremony. If you scatter on
land we have wildflower seeds and plantable notelets, adding to
a sense of occasion or if you choose a water ceremony we
have petals and biodegradable urns to make a fitting send off.

Ÿ

Keeping the ashes in the home: we have a wide range of
urns, you just need consider where you want it - somewhere on
display, or somewhere more private. We have lots of beautiful
options that are very discreet.

Ÿ

Ashes as a keepsake: a small amount of ashes can be
transferred into a beautiful item of jewellery or keepsake
ornament which can be very comforting. Whether that is a
silver, gold or glass charm, a handmade pen, or piece of
memorial glass there are many options to suit you.

Ÿ

Ashes kept in the garden: as a nation of gardeners it is not
surprising that many of us want to remain in our garden. We
have a great range of contemporary and traditional garden
sculptures that really set off the garden while being completely
discreet.

Ÿ

Fireworks: a send off with a bang! Whether you choose ones
that you light yourself or an organised display - either way it will
create a real spectacle for family and friends to enjoy.

Ÿ

Viking longboat: for a send off in a blaze of glory you can
choose the Viking Longboat urn - a floating replica that takes a
full set of ashes that can be set adrift and set alight.

We can help you if you want to scatter the ashes from a boat a biplane or even put into a memorial reef in the sea!

For more information visit the website
www.scattering-ashes.co.uk
or call us
01392 581012

